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Grade 5                                                          First term                                                       2016 

Read , then answer the questions: 

       Yesterday, Maha and her Mum went shopping in Salmiya. They wanted to get a 

present for Grandma. First , they went to the vegetable and fruit market to buy something 

for dinner, they bought tomatoes and lettuce for salad . They got bananas and apples, too.  

After that, they went to a coffee shop for a rest. Then , Mum saw a beautiful necklace in 

the gold market, so, she bought it . At night , Mum cooked a delicious dinner for the 

family and gave the necklace to Grandma , she liked it very much and she was very 

happy. 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- The word “They” in line 1 refers to…………………… 

a- Maha and gramdma   b- Maha and her Mum 

b- Maha and her brother  d- Maha and her sister 

 

2- Mum gave the necklace to…………………………….. 

a- Maha     b- Maha’s aunt 

b- Grandma    d- Maha’s friend 

 

3- Mum saw a beautiful necklace in the …………………………… 

a- Fish market    b- gold market 

b- Coffee shop    d- at home 

 

4- Mum cooked a delicious………………………… 

a- breakfast    b- lunch 

b- dinner     d- cake 
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Vocabulary 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

7- It's …………………… here, I can't see anything. 

a- heavy   b- dark  c- modern   d- sad 

  

8- He's tired. He can't go up the …………………… . 

a- University  b- electricity c- stairs   d- end 

 

9-  Women like to have …………………… . 

a- electricity         b- gold      c- university  d- hall 

 

    10- My brother will …………………… the bags. 

a- carry             b- study        c- build   d-feel 

 

Grammar  

A) Choose the correct answer:  

 11-  Could you help me?       = Of course, I …………………… . 

a. can  b. could  c. couldn't   d. can be 

  

 12-  I like to eat fish, …………………… I  don’t like to eat meat. 

a. and  b. but  c. so     d. or 

 

 13- People …………………… on the roof in the past. 

a. sleep  b. sleeps  c. slept   d. sleeping 
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Writing 

Write a short paragraph of (5) sentences with the help of the following picture and the 

guidewords. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

like – shopping – weekend – market – family – clothes – coffee shop – necklaces – 

gold. 

Shopping 

………/……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

D) Fill in the missing letters: 

14-                        15-                        16-                        17- 

 

 

 

           S_ _irs                         sc_r_                           _ _of                    elect_icit_       
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Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage and answer the questions: 

        The zoo is an interesting place. There, you can see many animals and birds. Salem 

went there last Friday with his father and little brother. He saw monkeys jumping in 

cages and climbing trees. His brother was so happy at seeing some ducks swimming in 

the lake. He gave them some bread. There was an angry lion in the zoo. It was hungry 

and waiting for food. Then they sat under a big tree and listened to the birds singing 

quietly above them. Salem was very happy and he thanked their father.  

a.  Choose the correct answer:  

     1. The best title for this passage is……………………….. 

           a. A hungry lion     b. The lake        c. Dangerous animals      d. The zoo 

     2. The underlined word "He" in line (2) refers to ……………………….. 

           a. the zoo                b. children        c. Salem                             d. place 

     3. There were birds ………………………..above them. 

           a. Singing                b. flying              c. dancing                         d. eating 

     4. Salem's little brother gave the ducks ……………………….. 

           a. nuts                     b. fruit               c. some bread                   d. three dates 

b. Answer the following questions:   

5. When did they go to the zoo? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

6. What were the monkeys doing? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

               Language Form & Meaning  

Vocabulary 

Choose the correct answer:   

7. His house is ………………..the sea in Salmiya. 

a. between          b. next to       c. at the top of     d.  inside 

8. People in the past used………………..because they didn't have electricity. 

                a. scarves          b. numbers       c. paraffin lamps     d. pencils 

9.   I …………….. so sad because our team lost the match. 

                 a. carried          b. felt                 c. built                   d. gave 
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Grammar 

Choose the correct answer:  

      10. My mum saw a pretty scarf, but she……………….buy it. 

          a. don't           b. doesn't  c. didn't  d. do 

 

11.There……………no modern schools in Kuwait in the past. 

             a.  is                   b. was           c. are           d. were 

 

12.I'd like to……………… that game again. 

             a. Played         b. plays  c. playing  d. play 

      

Writing 

Write a short paragraph of (5) sentences about (Life in old Kuwait) with the help 

of the following picture and the guidewords. 

People – lived – electricity – paraffin lamps – sleep – roof – fresh vegetable – fish – 

learn – Al-Khatateeb – read and write. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Life in old Kuwait 
………../……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………...…

……………………………………………………………………………………………...

………………………………………………………………………………………...……

…………………………………………………………………………………………...…

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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D)Fill in the missing letters:  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

_o_t _niv_rsity Ele_tr_city Le_t_ce 

 

І-Reading Comprehension  

A) Read the following text then answer the questions below:  

 Once, there was a hungry lion. The lion was looking for something to eat. 

Suddenly, he saw a small mouse. He caught the mouse with his strong feet. The mouse 

was very afraid and asked the lion not to eat him. The mouse told the lion that he might 

need him one day. The lion smiled and left the mouse. One day, the lion was walking in 

the evening. The sky was dark and he couldn't see very well. A piece of wood ( خشب) 

went into his teeth. The lion was very sad. The small mouse came again and took the 

piece of wood out of the lion's teeth. The lion thanked the mouse. They became friends. 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- the word (He) in line 2 refers to the…………………………… 

a- mouse  b- lion  c- sky  d- wood 

 

2- The story is about a……………………….. and a mouse 

 a- lion  b- cat  c- monkey  d- giraffe  

 

3- One day, the lion was walking in the………………………. 

 a- morning  b- afternoon c- evening  d- weekend 

 

4- The word (smile) in line 4 means someone is ………………………… 

 a- sad  b- happy  c- bad  d- big 
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І- Vocabulary  

A) Choose the correct answer:  

7.  1- After school, I will …………………… Science in Kuwait's University. 

a- feel          b- study        c- carry   d- wait 

8.  There is a …………………… behind Dickson House. 

a- gold            b-  number   c- coat   d- yard 

9. My mum is going to buy …………………… to make salad. 

a- fish  b- lettuce   c- meat   d- scarf 

10. I feel …………………… when I get bad marks in the exam. 

a- sad  b- heavy   c- happy   d- modern 

І- Grammar  

B) Choose the correct answer:  

11. Do you want …………………… to drink? 

a. anything  b. something  c. nothing  d. everything 

12.  I'm going to …………………… for a year. 

a. stay  b. staying   c. stays   d. stayed 

13.  They …………………… on the roof in old Kuwait. 

a. eat   b. eats   c. ate   d. eating 

ІІ-Language Functions 

situations?What would you say in the following  

14. You met your friend, Dana. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

10. It's raining outside and your sister wants to go out. 

…………………………………………………………………………… 
Fill in the missing letters: 

    

l_tt_ce s_ar_ g_l_ b_ug_t 
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I- Comprehension 

Read the following passage and answer the questions:  

      My grandmother told me about life in Kuwait in old times. Kuwait City was a small 

place. Most people lived in houses by the sea. Men worked at the sea, fishing. They sell 

dates and come back with tea and rice. People grew the vegetables they need in gardens. 

They did not have electricity so they used paraffin lamps. They did not have television, 

so old men told stories to children before bedtime.  

A-Choose the correct answer: 

1. Kuwait City was a ………. Place in the past. 

  a)  small                     b)  big                            c) modern              d) new .  

2. People used . …………..because they didn't  have electricity 

  a)  rice                          b)  paraffin lamps       c) television          d) dates. 

3- The underlined word (They) refers to…………… 

 a) Men                         b) fishing                      c) vegetables         d) tea 

4-The best title for this story is…………….. 

 a) Life in old Kuwait        b) Kuwait City        c) Electricity         d) Houses in the past 

 

B- Answer the following questions: 

5-  What did men in Kuwait work in old times?  

………………………………………………………………………………… 

6-  Why did old people tell stories to children?  

………………………………………………………………………………… 

- Vocabulary 

A: Choose the correct word: 

7.  We always eat in our ………………………… 

a)  study                        b)  dining room            c) hall                      d) bathroom 

8.  It’s very …………………………… I can’t see anything 

a)  dark                         b)  modern                    c) old                       d) heavy 

9.  Now, we don't use paraffin lamps because we have…………………………… 

a)  stairs                       b) souq                          c) electricity              d) coat 

10. People slept on the …………………… in old Kuwait 

a)  roof                         b)  yard                          c) kitchen                  d) study 
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- Grammar 

A- Choose the correct word: 

11. This building ……………..built in 1999. 

          a)  is                               b) was                           c) were                d) are 

12.  She'd like to …… …….. in the past.  

          a)  lives                         b)  live                          c) lived                 d) living 

13. Dickson House is next ……………… the sea. 

          a)  at                              b)  on                             c) to                     d) up 

14.  ……………….did people sleep in the past?  

         a)  What                         b) Where                       c) When               d) How 

 

1-Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage, and then answer the questions:-  

          Uncle Osama was a great football player. He used to play football in one of the biggest 

sports clubs in Kuwait. He stopped playing five years ago. Now he owns a shop near the 

mosque that sells sportsmen’s clothes. Uncle Osama always talks to his three sons Ali, Nasser 

and Ahmed about one match which he thinks is the dearest to his heart. “The match started at 

four o’clock,” He says” and five minutes later I scored a goal”. Then he adds with pleasure, “It 

was the first and the last goal in the match, and it earned us the cup”.  Uncle Osama keeps all 

the medals he has received in the different matches at home. He feels proud when he looks at 

them.      

A:Choose the correct answer from a, b ,c and d: 

1-Uncle Osama stopped playing ………………………….ago.  

a- six year      b-five years         c-four years            d-three years 

 

2- The underlined word he in line four refers to …………………………. 

a- Ali             b-Nassir        c-Uncle Osama            d-Ahmed 

 

3-Uncle Osama keeps his medals at…………………………. 

a- Sports club        b-home   c-shop              d-mosque 

 

4- The best title for the passage is…………………………. 

a- The best team b-A great player    c-Football       d- The match 
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2-Language form and meaning 

A: Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :  

6. I ……………very happy today because I got full marks. 

a- Feel          b-show             c-study          d-build 

 

7. 360 mall is a ……………..  Shopping center in Kuwait. 

a- sad             b-modern               c-old                d-dark  

 

8. To make salad I need …………………., carrots, cucumbers and tomatoes 

a- lettuce     b-scarves                c-coats          d-stairs 

 

 

 

 

 

B: Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:  

9- Could you …………………the door please? 

a- open           b-opens      c-opening              d- opened 

 

10- I ……………………………..at ten o'clock yesterday.           

a- sleep           b-sleeps       c-sleeping            d- slept 

 

11-I am very tired …………………. I will go to school. 

a- and                     b-but        c-because           d-so              

 

 

B ) Write the missing letters:   

                                            

14. c – r – y           15.   S- u-                  16.   p-raf f in   la – p                     17.      y – r -   

 

 

B-Grammar 


